In this paper, we prove a combinatorial rule describing the restriction of any irreducible representation of U(n + m) to the subgroup U(n) × U(m). We also derive similar rules for the reductions from SU(n + m) to S(U (n) × U(m)), and from SU(n + m) to SU(n) × SU(m). As applications of these representationtheoretic results, we compute the spectra of the Bochner-Laplacian on powers of the determinant bundle over the complex Grassmannian Gr n (C n+m ). The spectrum of the Dirac operator acting on the spin Grassmannian Gr n (C n+m ) is also partially computed. A further application is given by the determination of the spectrum of the Hodge-Laplacian acting on the space of smooth functions on the unit determinant bundle over Gr n (C n+m ).
Introduction
Let G be a compact connected Lie group, and let K be a closed connected subgroup of G. A branching theorem (or branching rule) is a description of the K-irreducible representations and their multiplicities which occur in the decomposition of any irreducible representation of G upon restriction to K. Since the irreducible representations of G and K are parametrized by their highest weights, a branching rule can be stated entirely in terms of these parameters. In the first part of this paper, we study the branching rules for the passages from U(n + m) to
U(n) × U(m), from SU(n + m) to S(U (n) × U(m)), and from SU(n + m) to SU(n) × SU(m).
In the second part, we compute the spectra of certain invariant differential operators on the compact homogeneous spaces U
(n + m)/(U (n) × U(m)), SU(n + m)/(S(U (n) × U (m))), and SU(n + m)/(SU(n) × SU(m)).
Upon calculating the element of the universal enveloping algebra associated to a given invariant differential operator, the corresponding spectrum computation reduce to an application of the branching rules derived in the first part. Similar spectrum calculations have been carried out in the case of P n (C), e.g., in [CFG] and in [IT] by using the branching rule from SU(n + 1) to S(U (n) × U(1)).
The present article is organized as follows. In Section 1, we give a parametrization of the
unitary irreducible representations of U(n + m), U(n) × U(m), SU(n + m), and S(U (n) × U(m)).
Section 2 starts with a review of some general facts about polynomial representations of the unitary group U(k). Then we give a complete proof of the Mickelsson branching theorem which describes the decomposition of any polynomial irreducible representation of U(n + m) upon restriction to the subgroup U(n) × U(m) (n m 2). This proof is based on the Littlewood-Richardson theorem. We easily deduce a generalization of this branching rule to the case of arbitrary irreducible representations. Using this result, we derive a general formula for the multiplicity of certain irreducible representations of U(n) × U(m) in the restriction to U(n) × U(m) of a given irreducible representation of U(n + m) (n m 1). In Section 3, we derive the branching rule for the special unitary group SU(n + m) with respect to the subgroup
S(U (n) × U(m)) (n m 1). In Section 4, we show how one can determine which irreducible representation of SU(n) × SU(m) occurs in the restriction to SU(n) × SU(m) of a given irreducible representation of SU(n + m) (n m 1).
Let Det ⊗a be a power of the determinant line bundle over the complex Grassmannian Gr n (C n+m ). As an application of the branching from U(n + m) to U(n) × U(m), we compute, in Section 5, the spectrum of the Bochner-Laplacian on Γ ∞ (Gr n (C n+m ), Det ⊗a ), the space of C ∞ sections of the bundle Det ⊗a . Let S be the spinor bundle over the spin Grassmannian Gr n (C n+m ), and let D 2 be the square of the Dirac operator acting on Γ ∞ (Gr n (C n+m ), S). We derive the spectrum of D 2 on two particular spinor subbundles. As a final example of an application, let U(Det) be the unit determinant bundle over Gr n (C n+m ) , and let Δ be its Hodge-Laplacian. We compute its spectrum on C ∞ (U (Det)) by using the branching from SU(n + m) to SU(n) × SU (m) .
In Appendix A, we derive explicitly the highest weight of a certain irreducible representation needed in the body of the text.
Parametrization of irreducible representations for certain unitary groups
Let G be a compact connected Lie group, and let g be its Lie algebra. We fix a G-invariant positive definite inner product , on g and we write B = − , . Let T be a maximal torus in G, and let h be its Lie algebra. We denote by g C and h C the respective complexifications of g and h. Let Δ(g C , h C ) be the set of roots of g C relative to h C . The complex bilinear extension of B gives rise to a positive definite form on h R := ih. Thus, for each λ ∈ h * R , there is a unique element H λ ∈ h R so that B (H, H λ ) = λ (H ) for all H ∈ h R . Hence we obtain an inner product on h * Let us fix a system Δ + (g C , h C ) of positive roots. We will say that λ ∈ h * R is dominant if λ, α 0 for each α ∈ Δ + (g C , h C ). If λ ∈ (h C ) * is the differential of a multiplicative character ξ λ of T , i.e., if ξ λ (exp (H ) ) = e λ (H ) for all H ∈ h, then it is said to be analytically integral. By the theorem of the Highest Weight, an irreducible finite-dimensional representation of G is, up to equivalence, uniquely characterized by its highest weight and the highest weight can be any dominant analytically integral linear functional on h C . Let G be the set of equivalence classes of unitary irreducible representations of G. Then each dominant analytically integral form on h C will correspond to a unique element of G. We shall use this one-to-one correspondence to give explicit parametrizations of G for certain unitary groups.
Let now G = U(n + m), and let K = U(n) × U(m) with n m 1. We denote by g and k respectively the Lie algebras of G and K. Let g C and k C denote their complexifications. On g, we use the G-invariant inner product given by X, Y = X, Y g = −Tr(XY ) for X, Y ∈ g.
Let T = A = diag e iθ 1 , . . . , e iθ n+m ; θ j ∈ R for j = 1, . . . , n + m be a maximal torus, and let h be its Lie algebra. By complexification of h, we get the complex Lie algebra
. . , h n+m ); h j ∈ C for j = 1, . . . , n + m , which is a Cartan subalgebra of both g C and k C . For j = 1, . . . , n + m, we define a linear functional on h C by
It follows that e i , e j = δ ij for all 1 i, j n + m. Observe that the analytically integral members of (h C ) * are of the form n+m p=1 a p e p with a p ∈ Z. Let us fix the following system of positive roots
Let λ = n+m p=1 λ p e p be an integral form, i.e., λ p ∈ Z for p = 1, . . . , n + m. Then λ is the highest weight of an irreducible representation of G if and only if it is dominant relative to Δ + (g C , h C ). Since we have λ, e i − e j = λ i − λ j for all 1 i < j n + m,
, we see that μ is the highest weight of an irreducible representation of K if and only if l 1 · · · l n and j 1 · · · j m .
Let now G 1 = SU(n + m), and let K 1 = S(U (n) × U(m)) with n m 1. Let g 1 and k 1 be the respective Lie algebras of G 1 and K 1 . Let g C 1 and k C 1 denote their complexifications. The Killing form B of g 1 is non-degenerate and negative-definite. Thus, we obtain a G 1 -invariant inner product on g 1 given by
Let us fix the following maximal torus of G 1 (and K 1 )
Let h 1 be the Lie algebra of T 1 , and let h C 1 be its complexification. Thus,
is a Cartan subalgebra of g C 1 and k C 1 . Note that the analytically integral members of (h C 1 ) * are of the form
a p e p with a p ∈ Z. We fix in the sequel the following system of positive roots
Let us set
For n 1, we find that e i , e i = u for all 1 i n + m − 1. Moreover, in the case n 2, one obtains that e i , e j = v for all 1 i < j n + m − 1.
Let
λ p e p be an integral form. Then λ is the highest weight of an irreducible representation of G 1 if and only if it is dominant relative to Δ + (g C 1 , h C 1 ). For n 2 and 1 i < j n + m − 1, we have λ, e i − e j = (u − v)(λ i − λ j ). Let us finally consider be an integral form. We fix the following system of positive roots
Then μ is the highest weight of an irreducible representation of K 1 if and only if it is dominant relative to
This shows that μ, e i − e j 0 for 1 i < j n if and only if l i l j . For m 3 and 1 r < s m − 1, we have μ, e n+r − e n+s = (u − v)(j r − j s ).
In this case, we deduce that μ, e n+r − e n+s 0 if and only if j r j s . Moreover, for m 2, we have for all 1 r m − 1. Thus, the condition of dominance of μ is that
2. Branching from U(n + m) to U(n) × U(m)
Recapitulation of polynomial representations of U(k)
Definition 1. Let (V , , ) be a complex finite-dimensional vector space. Let τ : U(k) → GL(V ) be a representation of U(k). We denote also by τ its holomorphic extension to GL(k, C). If for every v, w ∈ V , the map
is a holomorphic polynomial of the entries g ij of the matrix g, then the representation τ of U(k) is called polynomial.
Let us remark that
(1) the natural representation of 
We set a j = λ j − λ j +1 for all 1 j k − 1, and a k = λ k . Observe that a j 0 for all 1 j k − 1 and that
Let τ λ be the irreducible representation of U(k) with highest weight
Then τ λ is realized as a subrepresentation of the tensor product Sym
spanned by the highest weight vector with weight λ , i.e., the vector
This is a one-dimensional irreducible representation which is polynomial if and only if a k 0. Since
The branching rules in the unitary case
Let Λ = (Λ 1 , . . . , Λ k ) be an integral form of U(k) with Λ 1 · · · Λ k 0. We define the depth d of Λ to be the largest index j such that Λ j = 0. We associate to Λ a Young diagram which consists of d left-justified rows of boxes with Λ j boxes in the j th row. The integers
Let τ λ be an irreducible polynomial representation of U(n + m) (n m 2) with highest weight λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ n+m ). Let τ μ (respectively τ ν ) be an irreducible polynomial representation of U(n) (respectively U(m)) with highest weight μ = (l 1 , . . . , l n ) (respectively ν = (j 1 , . . . , j m )). Recall that the multiplicity m τ λ | U(n)×U(m) (τ μ ⊗ τ ν ) giving the number of occurrences of τ μ ⊗ τ ν in the restriction τ λ | U(n) ×U(m) is equal to the multiplicity of τ λ in the tensor product τμ ⊗ τν , where τμ (respectively τν ) is an irreducible representation of U(n + m) with highest weightμ = (l 1 , . . . , l n , 0, . . . , 0) (respectivelyν = (j 1 , . . . , j m , 0, . . . , 0)) [FH,GW] . Now, suppose that τ μ ⊗ τ ν occurs in the restriction
Then we can obtain new diagrams of λ, i.e., diagrams corresponding to λ constructed by adding ν boxes to the diagram of μ and by putting a symbol of ν in each additional box. The Littlewood-Richardson theorem for the unitary group U(n + m) (see, e.g., [Kn] ) says that the multiplicity m τ λ | U(n)×U(m) (τ μ ⊗ τ ν ) is equal to the number of new diagrams of λ such that (a) the integers in each row of the new diagram are increasing from left to right, (b) the integers in each column are strictly increasing from top to bottom, (c) the integers in the new diagram, when read from right to left and row by row starting form the top row, are such that each initial segment never has more of an integer i than an integer j with j < i.
In the next lemmas, we will continue to assume that m τ λ | U(n)×U(m) (τ μ ⊗ τ ν ) = 0 and we will consider a new diagram of λ which satisfies the conditions (a), (b), and (c) above. We denote by 
Proof. To prove (1), we will argue by contradiction. Assume that there exists 1 i 0 m − 1 such that depth(λ) n + i 0 + 1, and N(i, p) , which contradicts the condition (c). This completes the induction. 2 Next, we note the following obvious observation.
Lemma 2. We have
Let us introduce the following integral parameters:
Lemma 3. For all 1 i m, 1 j n, we have
Proof. For 1 i m, 1 j n such that i + j n, we have
For 1 i m, 1 j n such that i + j > n, we have
This completes the proof. 2
Lemma 4. For all 1 i m, 1 j n, we have that
Proof. Let us first prove that k
for all 1 i m, 1 j n. It is enough to show this inequality for j = 1. In this case, we have
Thus, the inequality k
Next, we are going to prove that k Now, we define the following parameters:
Lemma 5. We have
Proof. Point (1) can be proved by an easy induction on j . The formula of point (2) follows since
Proof. Let us fix i with 1 i m − 1. Applying the condition (c) of the Littlewood-Richardson theorem to the integers i and i + 1, we can write
This inequality means that S (i+1) j S (i)
j for all 1 j n. Then we conclude the lemma. 2 Lemma 7. We have
Proof. Let us first prove the equality (1). For i = 1, we have S
1 , and then (1) holds in the case i = 1. Next, for 2 i m, we have k
. Consequently, the equality (1) holds for all 1 i m. Now, to prove the second equality, we shall proceed by induction on j . For j = 2 we have S
Then (2) follows for j = 2.
Next, for n 3, we fix j with 3 j n. Assume that
Thus, the equality (2) holds for all j , 2 j n. 2
j ; 1 i m − 1, 1 j n} be a set of integers. We will say that I interlaces the pair (λ, Λ) if
where, by definition,
Remark. Let τ λ be an irreducible polynomial representation of U(n + m) (n m 2) with highest weight λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ n+m ). Let τ μ (respectively τ ν ) be an irreducible polynomial representation of U(n) (respectively U(m)) with highest weight μ = (l 1 , . . . , l n ) (respectively ν = (j 1 , . . . , j m )). Assuming that we can construct a new diagram of λ subject to the conditions (a)-(c) of the Littlewood-Richardson theorem, we have proved that there exists a set of integers I = {k
Conversely, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 2. Let τ λ be an irreducible polynomial representation of
U(n + m) (n m 2) with highest weight λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ n+m ). Let τ μ (respectively τ ν ) be an irreducible polyno- mial representation of U(n) (respectively U(m)) with highest weight μ = (l 1 , . . . , l n ) (respec- tively ν = (j 1 , . . . , j m )), and let Λ = (l 1 , . . . , l n )(j 1 , . . . ,
j m ). If there exists a set of integers
I = {k (i) j ; 1 i m − 1, 1 j
n} which interlaces the pair (λ, Λ), then there is a unique new diagram of λ satisfying the conditions (a)-(c) given above.
Proof. Under the notations and assumptions of this proposition and for all 1 i m, 1 p n + m, we define
p=i N(i, p) for all 1 i m, 1 j n. Using the interlacing condition (B), we obtain that j i = n+i p=i N(i, p) for all 1 i m. This equality combined with the fact that
show that there exists at least one new diagram of λ such that
Let us consider the unique new diagram of λ corresponding to the parameters N(i, p) and satisfying the condition (a). We shall prove that this diagram satisfies also the conditions (b) and (c).
To prove that the condition (b) is valid, we argue by contradiction. Suppose that there exists a box B(p, k) ∈ S such that B(p, k) = r and B(p + 1, k) = s ∈ S with 1 s r m. This implies that k (r−1) p−r+1 < k (r) p−r+1 , which contradicts the interlacing condition (A). Next, we shall prove that the condition (c) is valid. We proceed again by contradiction. Assume that there exists integers r, s, i with 1 s < r m and r i n + r such that If i = n + r, then this inequality says that j r > j s , which is impossible since r > s. Thus, we can assume that r i n + r − 1. In this case, inequality ( ) says that S (r) i−r+1 > S (s) i−r+1 , yielding a contradiction with the interlacing condition (C). This completes the proof of the proposition. 2 Consequently, we obtain the fundamental result of this section. ×U(m) (τ μ ) is equal to the number of sets I = {k
Theorem 1 (Mickelsson). Let τ λ be an irreducible polynomial representation of
Remark. In the original work of J. Mickelsson ([Mic1] , compare also [Mic2] ), this result is already stated for n m 2. A proof was nevertheless given only in the case n = m = 2. Now, we shall generalize this theorem to the case of arbitrary (i.e., not necessarily polynomial) irreducible representations. Let τ λ be an irreducible representation of U(n + m) with highest weight λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ n+m ). Let a ∈ N such that λ n+m + a 0. We setλ j := λ j + a, for all 1 j n + m. Thus we have τλ ×U(m) . Then, τ a is an irreducible polynomial representation with highest weight ν = (a, . . . , a)(a, . . . , a), and we can write
The above theorem shows that there exists a set of integersĨ = {k
• l j =l j − a for all 1 j n, and j i =j i − a for all 1 i m.
Observe that μ = (l 1 , . . . , l n )(j 1 , . . . , j m ) and that I interlaces the pair (λ, μ). Consequently, we obtain
Applications to "constant" highest weights of U(n) × U(m)
In this subsection, we will analyze some particular cases of the branching from U(n + m) to U(n) × U(m). More precisely, we shall concentrate on the case of "constant" highest weights of (1) I interlaces the pair (λ, μ).
We prepare the proof by the following lemma. Using the equality
and the inductive hypothesis, we can see that
This proves the formula of the lemma for i + 1 and completes the induction. 2 Proof of Proposition 3. First, we suppose that n m + 1.
In order to prove the direct part of the proposition in this case, we will proceed by several steps. Let τ λ , τ μ , and I be as above. Assume that I interlaces the pair (λ, μ). This forces k
We claim that, for all 1 i m, the assertion
is valid. In fact, we can prove this by induction on i. For i = 1, the assertion ( ) i is a special case of the statement of Lemma 8. Let us fix i with 1 i m − 1. Assume ( ) r for all 1 r i. We shall prove that ( ) i+1 is valid, i.e., that λ n−j +1 + k
= a for all n − i j n. We do so by induction on j .
(1) For j = n, we have
Using the formula of the last lemma, we obtain that S
. Similarly, if m 3 and 2 i m − 1, then we have
In this case, the inductive hypothesis shows that λ 1 + k (i) n = a, and hence we obtain that S 
. Thus, we have proved that
(2) Let us fix j with n−i j n−1. Suppose that λ n−p+1 +k
We will prove that λ n−j +1 + k (i+1) j = a. For this we consider the following cases: Case 1. For j = n − i, by Lemma 8 we have the equality
Case 2. Assume m 3 and 2 i m − 1. For j = n − i + 1, . . . , n − 1, we can observe that S
j . In fact, using the inductive hypothesis, we compute that
Now, assume m 4 and 3 i m − 1. For j = n − i + 2, . . . , n − 1, one can see that S (i) j = λ n−j +1 − a. In fact, we have
Then the inductive hypothesis implies that S To prove the reverse part, we will put, as above, k (m) j = λ j +m for all 1 j n and can thus assume that λ and I satisfy the following conditions:
if 1 i m and 1 j n − i, a − λ n−j +1 if 1 i m and n − i + 1 j n,
The conditions (B) and (C) required in the definition of the interlacing property are obviously satisfied. We thus only have to check that the inequalities k
Since λ 1 0, we have that k
(1) n a, and hence the case i = 1 follows. Next, we fix i with 2 i m. Observe that λ n−j + k
a. On the other hand, we have k 
. , λ n+m ). Let τ μ be an irreducible representation of U(n) × U(m) with highest weight μ = (a, . . . , a)(0, . . . , 0) (a ∈ Z). Then the multiplicity m τ λ | U(n)×U(m) (τ μ ) is either 0 or 1, and m τ λ| U(n)×U(m) (τ μ ) = 1 if and only if λ is of the form
Proof. Taking into account the last proposition, we have only to prove the case m = 1. In this case, we write μ = (μ 1 , . . . , μ n )(μ n+1 ) with μ 1 = · · · = μ n = a, and μ n+1 = 0. It is well known (see, e.g., [Kn] ) that the branching from U(n + 1) to U(n) × U(1) is multiplicity free and that m τ λ | U(n)×U(1) (τ μ ) = 1 if and only if the following conditions hold 
Consequently, m τ λ | U(n)×U(1) (τ μ ) = 1 if and only if λ is of the form
λ = (λ 1 , a, . . . , a, a − λ 1 ) if n 2, (λ 1 , a − λ 1 ) if n = 1,
. Then the multiplicity m τ λ | U(n)×U(m) (τ μ ) is either 0 or 1 and m τ λ| U(n)×U(m) (τ μ ) = 1 if and only if
(1) for m = 1, λ is of the form 
As we must have λ n+m = 0, we obtain that λ 1 = a + b 1 . For m 2, we set b j = λ j − a for all 2 j m. Then we see that λ is of the required form. 2
Branching from SU(n + m) to S(U (n) × U(m))

In this section, we shall derive the branching from SU(n + m) to S(U (n) × U(m)) as a consequence of the branching from U(n + m) to U(n) × U(m).
We first show two preliminary lemmas.
Lemma 9. Let ρ be an irreducible representation of U(k) (k 2) with highest weight λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ k ). Then the restriction ρ| SU(k) is an irreducible representation with highest weight
μ = (λ 1 − λ k , . . . , λ k−1 − λ k ).
Proof. Let the map ϕ : SU(k) × U(1) → U(k) be defined by ϕ((A, z)) = zA for A ∈ SU(k)
and z ∈ U(1). Note that ϕ is surjective. Then, for ρ as above, ϕ * ρ := ρ • ϕ is an irreducible representation of SU(k) × U(1), i.e., ρ ∼ = ρ 1 ⊗ ρ 2 where ρ 1 and ρ 2 are irreducible representations of SU(k) and U(1), respectively. We deduce that ρ| SU(k) = ϕ * ρ| SU(k) ∼ = ρ 1 . Let now H = diag(ih 1 , . . . , ih k ) with h j ∈ R for j = 1, . . . , k, and h 1 + · · · + h k = 0. Let θ ∈ R. If we denote by ϕ * the differential of ϕ at (I k , 1), then we have
Denote by ψ the dual map of the C-linear extension of ϕ * . Observe that (l 1 , . . . , l n )(j 1 , . . . , j m ) . Then the restriction ρ| S(U (n)×U(m)) is an irreducible representation with highest weight
We can now prove the main result of this section. 
. , λ n+m−1 ). Let τ μ be an irreducible representation of S(U (n) × U(m)) with highest weight μ. Then the multiplicity m τ λ | S(U (n)×U(m)) (τ μ ) is non-zero if and only if there exists an irreducible representation
τ ν of U(n) × U(m) such that τ ν | S(U (n)×U(m)) ∼ = τ μ and m τλ| U(n)×U(m) (τ ν ) = 0,
Proof. We shall return to the notations G
= U(n + m), K = U(n) × U(m), G 1 = SU(n + m), and K 1 = S(U (n) × U(m)). Let τ λ ,m τλ| K 1 (τ μ ) = τ ν ∈ K m τλ| K (τ ν )m τ ν | K 1 (τ μ ).
Observe that Res
τ λ , and then we have . Using formula (1), we deduce that
Similarly, since we have m τλ| K (τ ν ) = 0, there exists a set of integers I = {k 1 j n} which interlaces the pair (λ, ν ) . By the same reasoning as above, we obtain that
Combining the equalities (2) and (3), we find that (n + m)a = 0 which contradicts the hypothesis a ∈ Z * . Thus, the second statement is proven for m 2. Similarly, this statement follows in the case m = 1 by applying the branching from U(n + 1) to U(n) × U(1) (compare the proof of Proposition 4). 2
Corollary 3. Let τ λ be an irreducible representation of SU(n + m) with highest weight
λ = (λ 1 , .
. . , λ n+m−1 ) (n m 1). Let τ μ be an irreducible representation of S(U (n) × U(m)) with highest weight μ = (a, . . . , a)(0, . . . , 0), where a ∈ Z. Then the multiplicity m τ λ | S(U (n)×U(m)) (τ μ ) is either 0 or 1, and m τ λ| S(U (n)×U(m)) (τ μ ) = 1 if and only if
It follows that m τ λ | S(U (n)×U(m)) (τ μ ) = m τλ| U(n)×U(m) (τ ν ).
By the condition τ ν | S(U (n)×U(m)) ∼ = τ μ , the highest weight ν is of the form ν = (a + b 1 , . . . , a + b 1 )(b 1 , . . . , b 1 ) with b 1 ∈ Z. Now Corollary 2 completes the proof. 2
Branching from SU(n + m) to SU(n) × SU(m)
In this section, we study the branching from SU(n + m) to SU(n) × SU(m) by using similar techniques as in the last section. We first give the following useful lemma. μ = (l 1 , . . . , l n )(j 1 , . . . , j m−1 ) (n m 2) . Then the restriction ρ | SU(n) ×SU(m) is an irreducible representation with highest weight
Lemma 11. Let ρ be an irreducible representation of S(U (n) × U(m)) with highest weight
Note that ϕ is surjective. Thus, if ρ is as above, the representation ϕ
(1) will be irreducible. We can then write ϕ * ρ ∼ = ρ 1 ⊗ ρ 2 where ρ 1 and ρ 2 are an irreducible representations of SU(n) × SU(m) and U(1), respectively. In particular, we have that 
is an irreducible representation with highest weight ν = (l 1 − l n , . . . , l n−1 − l n ) (see Lemma 9).
Next, we give the main result of this section. 
Proof. We continue to denote G 1 = SU(n + m), and
Let τ λ and τ μ be as above. Since we have Res
This shows that m τ λ | K 2 (τ μ ) = 0 if and only if there exists 
. , λ n+m−1 ) (n m 1). Let ρ denote the trivial representation of SU(n) × SU(m). Then the multiplicity m τ λ | SU(n)×SU(m) (ρ) is non-zero if and only if
(1) for m = 1, λ is of the form
with a ∈ Z and b 1 Sup{0, −a}; (2) for m 2, λ is of the form . . , a)(0, . . . , 0) with a ∈ Z. Then we conclude the proof by applying Corollary 3. 2
Determination of the spectra of certain invariant differential operators
Spectrum of the Bochner-Laplacian on line bundles over complex Grassmannians
First, we make some general remarks about the Bochner-Laplacian for homogeneous vector bundles over compact bases. Let G be a compact Lie group, and let K be a closed subgroup of G. We denote by g and k the respective Lie algebras of G and K. Let us fix a G-invariant inner product , on g. Then we have the reductive decomposition g = k ⊕ m where m = k ⊥, , is an Ad(K)-invariant subspace of g. In a natural way, we obtain a G-invariant metric on the Riemannian homogeneous space M = G/K which we also denote by , . Note that the isotropy representation of G/K is equivalent to the adjoint action of K in m. So, the tangent bundle T M of M can be identified with the homogeneous vector bundle G × K,Ad m. Now, the group K acts on G from the right and the canonical projection π : G → G/K is a K-principal bundle. For X ∈ k, the fundamental vector field of the K-action is given bỹ
Thus,X coincides with the left invariant vector field X G corresponding to the vector X ∈ k.
For g ∈ G, we denote by L g and R g respectively the left and right translations in G. Then the vertical tangent space of the K-principal bundle π : G → G/K at the point g coincides with the space dL g (k) . Moreover, we have the direct sum decomposition (m) . Since the space dL g (m) is right invariant under the K-action, the above splitting defines a connection in the K-principal bundle (G, π, G/K). Let Θ be the left-invariant Maurer-Cartan form of the Lie group G; Θ :
By the invariance property of , , we can see that ∇ Z is torsion free and is compatible with the Riemannian metric. Thus, the connection Z agrees with the LeviCivita connection of M = G/K (see [Fr] for more details).
Let ρ : K → U(V ) be a finite-dimensional unitary representation of K, and let E = G × K,ρ V be the associated homogeneous vector bundle over M. We denote by C ∞ (G, V ) K,ρ the vector space of C ∞ functions f : G → V satisfying the condition
Recall that this space is linearly isomorphic to Γ ∞ (E), the space of C ∞ sections of E. For s ∈ Γ ∞ (E), we will denote bys the element in C ∞ (G, V ) K,ρ corresponding to s under this isomorphism. Let X ∈ χ(M) be a C ∞ vector field on M, and let s ∈ Γ ∞ (E). If we denote by ∇ the induced connection on E, then we have (see, e.g., Proposition III.1.3 in [KN] ) the relation
where X * is the horizontal lift of X to G with respect to the connection Z. Let ∇ * ∇ :
be the Bochner-Laplacian relative to the natural L 2 -structure on sections of E (see, e.g., [W] 
Consequently, we obtain that
and this concludes the proof of the lemma. 2
Next, let E = G × K,ρ C be a 1-dimensional complex vector bundle over M = G/K. For a ∈ Z, we denote by ∇ a the induced connection on the tensor power E ⊗a of the bundle E. As we have seen, the Bochner-Laplacian ∇ * a ∇ a acting on Γ ∞ (G/K, E ⊗a ) is related to the Casimir operators Ω G and Ω K acting on C ∞ (G, C) K,ρ ⊗a , where ρ ⊗a is the induced tensor product representation. More precisely, we have the following identity.
Proof. Let {X 1 , . . . , X p , X p+1 , . . . , X N } be an orthonormal basis of g as above. For s ∈
j are the Casimir operators of G and K relative to , and , | k×k , respectively. Now, for j = p + 1, . . . , N, observe that
for all g ∈ G. Thus, we obtain that
Remarks.
(1) In the above notations, we fix Recall that G/K is diffeomorphic to the complex Grassmannian Gr n (C n+m ). Let Det := {(E, v) ∈ Gr n (C n+m ) × ∧ n (C n+m ); v ∈ ∧ n (E)} be the determinant line bundle over the Grassmannian Gr n (C n+m ). Let ρ 1 : K → GL(C n ) be the representation given by
where k 1 ∈ U(n), and k 2 ∈ U(m) (i.e., ρ 1 = pr 1 ).
, where ∧ n ρ 1 is the induced exterior power representation on ∧ n (C n ).
Consequently, for a ∈ Z and s ∈ Γ ∞ (G/K, Det ⊗a ), we obtain that
(2) Note that the complex Grassmannian Gr n (C n+m ) is also diffeomorphic to G 1 /K 1 where
. Let B be the Killing form of the Lie algebra g 1 of G 1 . The inner product , = −B on g 1 induces a Riemannian metric on Gr n (C n+m 
Relative to the metric , , we can define the Bochner-Laplacian ∇ * a ∇ a acting on Γ ∞ (G 1 /K 1 , Det ⊗a ) for a ∈ Z. Let Ω G 1 be the Casimir operator of G 1 with respect to , . Then, by the same computation as above, we see that ∇ * a ∇ a = Ω G 1 + a 2 ξ where ξ is a constant independent of a. Later, we shall calculate explicitly this constant ξ .
Next, we are going to compute the spectrum of the Bochner-Laplacian ∇ * a ∇ a acting on Γ ∞ (Gr n (C n+m ), Det ⊗a ) where a ∈ Z and n m 1. For this aim, we shall identify the Grassmannian Gr n (C n+m ) with the homogeneous space U(n + m)/(U (n) × U(m)). In particular, the Riemannian metric on Gr n (C n+m ) will be chosen as above. Under these assumptions, we find the following description of the spectrum.
Proposition 6. For a ∈ Z and n m 1, the spectrum of ∇ * a ∇ a acting on Γ ∞ (Gr n (C n+m ), Det ⊗a ) is given by
Proof. Let the pair (G, K) be as above. For a ∈ Z, recall that
be the space of squareintegrable sections of the bundle Det ⊗a over G/K. Applying the Peter-Weyl theorem, we obtain that
.g., [W] ) where λ γ and δ G are respectively the highest weight of γ and half the sum of the positive roots of G (with respect to the system of positive roots given in the first section). Since ∇ * a ∇ a is an elliptic operator, the spectrum is given as follows:
By Proposition 4, we know that m γ | K (ρ a ) = 0 if and only if λ γ is of the form
Let λ γ be of the above form. Recall that 2δ G = n+m j =1 (n + m − 2j + 1)e j with e i , e j = δ ij for all 1 i, j n + m. Thus, for all n m, we easily compute that
Setting b j = λ j − a for all 1 j m, we find that
with b 1 · · · b m Sup{0, −a}. This shows the proposition. 2
Remark. For a ∈ Z, it is clear that the smallest eigenvalue of ∇ * a ∇ a on Γ ∞ (Gr n (C n+m ), Det ⊗a ) is λ = nm|a|.
The "line bundle part" of the Dirac spectrum on complex Grassmannians
Let us consider the pair ( [H] . Equivalently, M has a spin structure (which must be unique in this case) if and only if n + m is even [CG] . Let us assume from now that n + m is even. Let S be the spinor bundle associated to the homogeneous spin structure of M. Recall that S is a homogeneous vector bundle over M. Since M is a Kähler spin manifold, we have [Fr] the isomorphism
where S nm is the square root of the canonical bundle, S 2 nm = K M , and S r = ∧ nm−r,0 M ⊗ S nm for all 0 r nm. Observe that S 0 and S nm are the only rank one subbundles in the above decomposition.
Next we shall be interested in the subbundles S 0 and S nm . Note that
where the isotropy representation ρ = ∧ nm Ad * is irreducible with highest weight (see Appendix A) Λ = (n + m)(e 1 + · · · + e n ) = (n + m, . . . , n + m) (0, . . . , 0) .
This yields an isomorphism S nm
Similarly, one deduces that
is an irreducible representation with highest weight
• pr 1 , be the determinant line bundle over M ∼ = Gr n (C n+m ). Then we have obviously the following isomorphisms 
(1) As before, let g 1 be the Lie algebra of G 1 , and let B be its Killing form. Consider on M the Riemannian metric induced from the inner product in g 1 given by , = −B. If we denote by ∇ * ∇ the Bochner-Laplacian acting on Γ ∞ (S), then we have [Fr] the Schrödinger-Lichnerowicz formula
From this formula and the above observations, we obtain the following identification of operators acting on S
A fortiori, this formula holds of course true if the action of ∇ * ∇ is restricted to
For a ∈ Z, we have already observed that the Bochner-Laplacian ∇ * a ∇ a acting on Γ ∞ (G 1 /K 1 , Det ⊗a ) can be identified with an operator of the form Ω G 1 + a 2 ξ where ξ is a constant independent of a. In particular, for a = n+m 2 , we have that
This implies that ξ = − nm 2(n+m) 2 , and then
(2) Since the Killing form B of g 1 is given by
we deduce that 
The Laplace spectrum of the unit determinant bundle
Let U(Det) := {(E, v) ∈ Det; v = 1} be the unit determinant bundle over the Grassmannian Gr n (C n+m ). As before, we consider the pair (G 1 , K 1 ) = (SU(n + m), S(U (n) × U (m))), and we set K 2 = SU(n) × SU(m). The group G 1 acts from the left on the determinant bundle by
This action is clearly transitive on U(Det). Let E 1 be the subspace spanned by the first n vectors of the canonical basis {f 1 , . . . , f n+m } of C n+m and let v 1 = f 1 ∧ · · · ∧ f n . Denote by Stab (E 1 ,v 1 ) G 1 the isotropy subgroup of the point (E 1 , v 1 ) and observe that Stab (E 1 ,v 1 
Observe that g · v 1 = (det g 1 )v 1 . Hence, we get det g 1 = 1. Since det g = (det g 1 )(det g 2 ) = 1, we deduce that det g 2 = 1. So, g ∈ K 2 , and thus Stab (E 1 ,v 1 ) G 1 = K 2 . Finally, we conclude that U(Det) is diffeomorphic to G 1 /K 2 = SU(n + m)/(SU(n) × SU(m)). Let Δ denote the Hodge-Laplacian acting on C ∞ (U (Det)). Let C ∞ (G 1 , C) K 2 be the vector space of C ∞ functions f : G 1 → C such that
Recall that the linear isomorphism C ∞ (G 1 /K 2 , C) ∼ = C ∞ (G 1 , C) K 2 allows us to identify Δ with the Casimir operator Ω G 1 of G 1 (see, e.g., [IT] ). Proof. We will give a proof using directly the branching from G 1 = SU(n+m) to K 2 = SU(n)× SU(m). Applying the Peter-Weyl theorem, we see that
where ρ is the trivial representation of K 2 . Since Ω G 1 | V γ = c(γ )Id, we obtain that (2) Observe that
where D a := ∇ * a ∇ a + nma 2 2(n+m) 2 is identified with the Casimir operator Ω G 1 for all a ∈ Z.
(3) More conceptually, we can get the above result as follows. For a ∈ Z, denote by C ∞ (a) (U (Det)) the space of smooth functions F ∈ C ∞ (G 1 /K 2 ) such that
where ρ = det • pr 1 . Obviously, C ∞ (a) (U (Det) ) is isomorphic as a G 1 -representation to Γ ∞ (G 1 /K 1 , Det ⊗a ) . Let the group S 1 act on the space C ∞ (U (Det)) by ). For a ∈ Z, let us set
Then there is a decomposition into S 1 -isotypes:
Let us recall that inside a∈Z C ∞ (U (Det))(a) finite sums are dense. Let k ∈ K 1 = S(U (n) × U(m)). There exists z ∈ S 1 , k ∈ K 2 = SU(n) × SU(m) such that k = k z k . Then, for F ∈ C ∞ (U (Det))(a), we have
This shows that C ∞ (U (Det))(a) ⊆ C ∞ (a) (U (Det)). Since C ∞ (a) (U (Det)) is clearly included in C ∞ (U (Det))(a), we have the equality C ∞ (U (Det))(a) = C ∞ (a) (U (Det)), and hence
The Hodge-Laplacian Δ given by Ω G 1 on C ∞ (U (Det)) preserves the subspace C ∞ (a) (U (Det)) ∼ = Γ ∞ (G 1 /K 1 , Det ⊗a ), where it corresponds to the operator D a := ∇ * a ∇ a + nma 2 2(n+m) 2 . We therefore get the relation
